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Objective: to simplify and enable the adding, editing, 
browsing, displaying, importing and exporting of 
data.

Approach: completely hide semantic nature of the 
data from users

- If users can modify and interact with the data without knowing 
that it's either semantic or a wiki, we have fully succeeded.
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Adding and editing data:

Semantic Forms
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Wiki page with infobox

Source: openresearch.org
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Source code of page
(uses a template)

Source: openresearch.org
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Form for page

Source: openresearch.org
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Source code of form

Source: openresearch.org
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Browsing data:

Semantic Drilldown
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Semantic Drilldown

Source: vworld.fas.org
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Displaying data:

Semantic Result Formats, Semantic Google 
Maps, Semantic Compound Queries
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Semantic Result Formats

Additional formats for inline queries:

timeline, eventline, googlebar, googlepie, graph, 
calendar

...more formats planned
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Semantic Result Formats

'timeline' format

Source: techpresentations.org
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Semantic Result Formats

'googlebar' format

Source: discoursedb.org
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Semantic Result Formats

'googlepie' format

Source: discoursedb.org
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Semantic Result Formats
'calendar' format

Source: discoursedb.org
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Semantic Google Maps
Google Maps used as both a query format and an interface 

within forms

Source: hackerspaces.org
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Semantic Compound Queries
Multiple queries called at the same time, allowing for 

displays like a map with different markers for 
different points

Source: smw.referata.com
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Importing and exporting data:

Data Transfer
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Data Transfer
Generates XML from template calls

Source: epsa-projects.eu
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Data Transfer

Unfortunately, importing data (XML turned into new 
pages with template calls) is still not possible.
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Relevant links

● semantic-mediawiki.org – information on SMW and 
its extensions

● referata.com – hosting of SMW and all the 
extensions mentioned here; basic usage is free

● smw.referata.com – “SMW Community Wiki” - 
information on people, organizations, SMW-based 
sites, etc.


